INTRODUCTION
The mainstay of classical macromolecular NMR structure determination resides in short (<6 Å ) interproton distance restraints derived from nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) measurements, supplemented by torsion angle restraints derived from three-bond homo-and heteronuclear scalar coupling constants (Clore & Gronenborn, 1989 485 approach has been very successful, especially for globular proteins where there are a large number of short interproton distances between residues far apart in the linear amino acid sequence (Clore & Gronenborn, 1989) , long-range information can be extremely beneficial, especially in cases involving multidomain proteins, nucleic acids, or macromolecular complexes (Clore & Gronenborn, 1998a , 1998b Clore & Venditti, 2013) . There are two source of long-range information: the first is from residual dipolar couplings measured in weakly aligning media which provide bond vector orientations relative to an external alignment tensor (Bax & Grishaev, 2005) ; the second involves the application of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) that can, in suitable cases, detect interactions between an unpaired electron of a paramagnetic site and protons up to $35 Å away (Clore & Iwahara, 2009) . In this brief review, I will summarize in nonmathematical terms various practical aspects of PRE measurements and show how the PRE can be used not only as an aid in structure determination but perhaps even more interestingly in the detection and characterization of transient sparsely populated states of proteins and their complexes. The latter has garnered considerable recent interest as such sparsely populated states, while invisible to conventional structural and biophysical methods (including crystallography, conventional NMR, cryoelectron microscopy, EPR, and single molecule spectroscopy), often play a key role in a variety of important biological processes, including molecular recognition, allostery, conformational selection and induced fit, and various assembly processes Tang, Iwahara, & Clore, 2006; Tang, Louis, Aniana, Suh, & Clore, 2008; Tang, Schwieters, & Clore, 2007; Volkov, Worrall, Holtzmann, & Ubbink, 2006) . For an in-depth review of the PRE, including a detailed description of the underlying physics and mathematical representations, I refer the reader to several extensive reviews that have recently appeared on the use of the PRE in both structure determination and the investigation of sparsely populated states (Anthis & Clore, 2015; Clore & Iwahara, 2009; .
The PRE arises from magnetic dipolar interactions between unpaired electrons in a paramagnetic center and a nucleus resulting in an increase in nuclear relaxation rates. The paramagnetic center can either be an intrinsic component of the system as in the case of metalloproteins or an extrinsic component that has to be added by chemical means (such as by attaching a paramagnetic label to a surface engineered cysteine via disulfide chemistry). Because the magnetic moment of an unpaired electron is very large, the PRE effect is measurable out to long paramagnetic center-proton distances. 
PARAMAGNETIC LABELS FOR PRE MEASUREMENTS
In the case of PRE measurements, it is important to employ paramagnetic labels with an isotropic g tensor (Clore & Iwahara, 2009 ). This eliminates pseudo-contact shifts and minimizes Curie spin relaxation. There are generally two classes of paramagnetic labels: the first is based on nitroxide free radicals (Kosen, 1989) , chelated to EDTA (Iwahara, Anderson, Murphy, & Clore, 2003) . In both instances, site-directed spin labeling of proteins is generally achieved by conjugating the paramagnetic tag to a surface-exposed cysteine residue introduced by site-specific mutagenesis, making use of a methanethiosulfonate or pyridylthiol functional group to form a disulfide link between the cysteine and the paramagnetic tag (Altenbach, Marti, Khorana, & Hubbell, 1990) . Alternatives to the use of disulfide chemistry include the addition of short metal-binding sequences to the protein of interest; for example, the N-terminal ATCUN motif (XXH) binds Cu 2+ (Mal, Ikura, & Kay, 2002) and the N-terminal HHP sequences form a dimer between two peptides bound to Ni 2+ ( Jensen, Lauritzen, Dahl, Pedersen, & Led, 2004) .
The linker connecting the surface cysteine with the paramagnetic label usually has several rotatable bonds. As a result, the paramagnetic center can sample a substantial amount of conformational space which has to be taken into account when interpreting PRE data quantitatively. There exist paramagnetic labels where the conformational space is more restricted: examples include the R1p side chain (Fawzi et al., 2011) which consists of a 4-pyridyl analog of the R1 side chain, and a caged lanthanide probe CLaNP which is attached to the protein via two cysteines (Keizers, Desreux, Overhand, & Ubbink, 2007; Keizers, Saragliadis, Hiruma, Overhand, & Ubbink, 2008) .
MEASUREMENT OF THE PRE
The PRE is measured by taking the difference in nuclear relaxation rates between the paramagnetic sample and a diamagnetic control (e.g., Mn 2+ vs. Ca 2+ in the case of EDTA conjugates). While both longitudinal (Γ 1 ) and transverse (Γ 2 ) PRE rates can be measured, it is generally the case that measurements of Γ 2 provide the most reliable and accurate data (Clore & Iwahara, 2009; Iwahara, Schwieters, & Clore, 2004; . The reasons for this are several-fold. First, cross-relaxation and hydrogen exchange with water molecules reduce the accuracy of Γ 1 measurements (Iwahara & Clore, 2010) . Second, in systems with an isotropic g tensor, the contribution of Curie spin relaxation to Γ 2 is negligible and Γ 2 is dominated by direct dipole-dipole interactions between the unpaired electrons of the paramagnetic tag and the nuclei of interest. As a result, Γ 2 does not exhibit cross-correlation with other relaxation mechanisms. Third, since there are no pseudo-contact shifts in isotropic systems, the exchange contributions to R 2 are identical for the paramagnetic and diamagnetic states, and are therefore canceled out when Γ 2 is measured by taking the difference in R 2 between the paramagnetic sample and the diamagnetic control. And fourth, Γ 2 is minimally impacted by fast internal motions, whereas Γ 1 is very sensitive to them.
Many PRE studies in the literature make use of a simplistic approach in which the ratio of peak intensities in a 2D correlation spectrum between paramagnetic and diamagnetic samples is used as a measure of the PRE. Determination of Γ 2 values from these ratios requires knowledge of the R 2 values in the diamagnetic state, the use of sufficiently long repetition delays between scans to ensure that magnetization recovery levels are identical for the paramagnetic and diamagnetic states, the assumption of Lorentzian lineshapes, and absolutely identical concentrations for the paramagnetic and diamagnetic samples . For a deuterated protein, the amide 1 H N -T 1 relaxation time is very long and interscan delays in excess of 20 s may be required; the assumption of Lorentzian lineshapes precludes the use of all window functions other than an exponential and hence is not suitable for systems with any significant degree of spectral complexity and cross-peak overlap; and finally, it is virtually impossible to ensure equal concentrations for two separate samples. All these issues are readily overcome by measuring R 2 directly from a two-time point measurement, thereby enabling the direct determination of Γ 2 values and their associated errors without making use of any fitting procedures (Iwahara et al., 2004 . Especially important is the fact that the two-time point approach does not require identical sample concentrations for the paramagnetic and diamagnetic states, nor does it necessitate the use of long interscan delays. As a result, quantitative measurement of Γ 2 using the two-time point approach is not only far more accurate but is also actually significantly faster than the single time point measurement . Two-time point measurements of R 2 rates can be accomplished by a variety of 2D or 3D heteronuclear correlation-based experiments 488 G. Marius Clore using either conventional heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) or transverse optimized (TROSY) correlation spectroscopy (Anthis, Doucleff, & Clore, 2011; Iwahara et al., 2007) .
USING THE PRE IN STRUCTURE DETERMINATION
Early work using PREs for structure determination converted the PRE data into very approximate distance restraints with wide error ranges (Battiste & Wagner, 2000; Gaponenko et al., 2000; Kosen et al., 1986; Schmidt & Kuntz, 1984) . While approximate distance restraints derived from NOE data are very effective since a restraint of say less than 6 Å between two protons that could potentially be 100 Å apart obviously places severe constraints on the conformational space consistent with the data, a PRE-derived restraint of say 20 AE 10 Å is obviously much less constraining. Effective use of PRE data in structure determination therefore requires direct refinement against the PRE data (Iwahara et al., 2004) . To do this properly, several considerations have to be taken into account (Iwahara et al., 2004) . First, as the paramagnetic label is generally not rigid and can sample a large region of conformational space, Γ 2 is an ensembleaveraged quantity related to the hr À6 i average of the electron-proton distance. Consequently, the paramagnetic label must be represented by an ensemble of states in any calculation. Practical experience indicates that a conformational ensemble with between three and six members is more than sufficient for this purpose. The second consideration is that the mobility of the paramagnetic label has to be taken into account which requires extension of the Solomon-Bloembergen (SB) theory of the PRE (Bloembergen & Morgan, 1961; Solomon, 1955) to a model-free formalism (referred to a SBMF) in which order parameters from the electronproton vectors are calculated on the fly from the coordinates during the course of the structure calculations (Iwahara et al., 2004) . Readily available simulated annealing structure determination protocols incorporating the SBMF framework have been implemented in Xplor-NIH (Schwieters, Kuszewski, & Clore, 2006 ). An example of a structure of a protein-DNA complex involving the male sex-determining factor SRY determined from backbone amide and methyl proton PRE measurements using a DNA duplex labeled at three sites (individually) with dT-EDTA-Mn 2+ is shown in Fig. 1 (Iwahara et al., 2004) . 
USING THE PRE TO DETECT TRANSIENT SPARSELY POPULATED STATES
If two states exchange with one another, the PREs from the minor state can leave their footprint on the PREs measured on the observable major state, provided two conditions are fulfilled (Anthis & Clore, 2015; Clore & Iwahara, 2009; : first, and most importantly, the paramagnetic center-proton distances in the minor state must be shorter than in the major state; and second, the overall interconversion rate (k ex ) between the two species must be fast enough to permit the transfer of PREs from the minor state to the observable major state. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . If exchange is slow on the PRE timescale (i.e., Γ minor 2 À Γ major 2 ≪k ex ), only the major species will contribute to the observed PRE; if, on the other hand, exchange is fast on the PRE timescale (i.e., Γ minor 2 À Γ major 2 ≫k ex ), then the observed PRE measured on the major species will be a populatedweighted average of the PREs in the major and minor states. If one considers a system in which a given paramagnetic center-proton distance varies from 30 Å in the major species to 8 Å in the minor one, this can translate into a substantial apparent PRE measured on the spectrum of the major species.
This effect was initially discovered by accident while carrying out PRE measurements on a tight (K D $ 1 nM) specific complex of the transcription factor HoxD9 with DNA in which the DNA was paramagnetically tagged at several sites with dT-EDTA-Mn 2+ . At low salt (20 mM NaCl), all the PREs could be accounted for by the known crystal structure of the specific complex; but at higher salt concentrations (100-150 mM NaCl), PREs were observed at proton sites on the protein that were distant from the paramagnetic tags in the structure of the specific complex. These PREs were shown to arise from a combination of intramolecular sliding of HoxD9 along the DNA as well as from direct intermolecular translocation of HoxD9 between DNA molecules (without dissociating into free solution). Subsequently, PREs arising from minor states with occupancies as low as 0.5% have been used to probe transient encounter complexes in protein-protein association (Fawzi, Doucleff, Suh, & Clore, 2010; Tang et al., 2006 Tang et al., , 2008 Volkov et al., 2006) and conformational sampling of domains in multidomain proteins Tang et al., 2007) .
An example of the use of PREs to explore the conformational space sampled by sparsely populated states of a protein is illustrated with calmodulin (CaM)-4Ca 2+ in Fig. 3 . CaM-4Ca 2+ has two domains connected by a linker; in the absence of a target peptide, the two domains reorient semi-independently of one another, but clamp down upon binding to a target peptide to form a compact globular structure in which the two domains envelope the peptide. No NOEs are observed between the two domains of CaM-4Ca 2+ . When CaM-4Ca 2+ is paramagnetically tagged at either the N-or C-terminal domains with a nitroxide label, the intradomain PRE profiles are consistent with the domain structures in the absence and presence of target peptide (Fig. 3A) ; however, whereas the interdomain PRE profiles obtained in the presence of the target peptide from myosin In the major species A (populated at 99%), the unpaired electron-proton distance is 40 Å but reduced to 8 Å in the minor species B (populated at 1%). For a nitroxide spin label, these distances correspond to Γ 2 PRE values of 0.12 and 1900 s À1 , respectively. If states A and B are in slow exchange on the PRE timescale, the observed transverse relaxation rates R 2,i obs for a given species will be the sum of its intrinsic transverse relaxation rate R 2,i intrinsic and Γ 2,i , resulting in a narrow linewidth for the resonance of species A (blue; light gray in the print version) but a line broadened beyond detection for species B (green; gray in the print version), which is already undetectable owing to its low population). In the fast-exchange limit, a single resonance will be observed at the position of species A, line broadened by the apparent Γ 2 (Γ 2 app ) given by the population-weighted average of the Γ 2 values of species A and B (red; dark gray in the print version) line). (B) Impact of exchange (expressed as a lifetime τ ex on the left and an exchange rate k ex on the right) on the observed linewidth (black) of the resonance of species A; the resonance of species A in the absence of exchange and in the fast-exchange limit is depicted by the blue (light gray in the print version) and red (dark gray in the print version) dashed lines, respectively. (C) Dependence of Γ 2 app on k ex . Adapted from Anthis and Clore (2015) . 2+ in the presence (panels 1 and 3) and absence (panels 2 and 4) of the myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) target peptide. The paramagnetic nitroxide label is attached to S17C in panels 1 and 2 and to A128C in panels 3 and 4. Excellent agreement is obtained for the intradomain PREs in the presence and absence of the MLCK peptide. However, whereas the experimental interdomain PRE profiles obtained in the presence of the MLCK peptide agree well with those back-calculated from the crystal structure of the CaM-4Ca 2+ -MLCK complex (red line), those in the absence of peptide do not agree with the back-calculated PREs derived from the crystal structures of either CaM-4Ca 2+ (blue line) or CaM-4Ca 2+ -MLCK (red line). (B) PRE-driven simulated annealing refinement of CaM-4Ca 2+ . The top panels show the dependence of the PRE Q-factor on the population of closed states and on the ensemble size used to represent the sparsely populated species. The bottom two panels show the agreement between observed (circles) and calculated (red line) PRE data. (C) Visualization of the conformational space sampled by sparsely populated closed states of CaM-4Ca 2+ . For reference, the dumbbell crystal structure of CaM-4Ca 2+ (Babu et al., 1985) is shown as a ribbon diagram with the N-and C-terminal (Continued)
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Practical Aspects of PRE in Biological Macromolecules light chain kinase (MLCK) are fully accounted for by the structure of CaM4Ca 2+ -MLCK complex (Ikura et al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992 ) (panels 1 and 3 of Fig. 3A) , those obtained in the absence of target peptide are not consistent with either the crystal structure of CaM-4Ca 2+ (which predicts that no intermolecular PREs should be observed) (Babu et al., 1985) or the structure of the CaM-4Ca 2+ -MLCK complex (panels 2 and 4 of Fig. 3A) . The observed interdomain PREs for 2+ are indicative of the existence of transient sparsely populated closed conformations in which the N-and C-terminal domains of CaM come into close proximity to one another. Using PRE-driven simulated annealing, it was shown that the population of such closed states is about 10% (Fig. 3B) , and the majority (about half ) of these states sample a region of conformational space that closely overlaps that found in various crystal structures CaM-4Ca 2+ -peptide complexes (Fig. 3C) . Thus, even in the absence of target peptide there exists a small population of closed or partially closed states that are similar but not identical to the closed states observed in complexes with target peptides. The population of the partially closed states correlates with linker length between the two domains as well as with the affinity of CaM-4Ca 2+ for target peptide (Anthis & Clore, 2013) . These results highlight the complementarity and interplay of conformational selection and induced fit in ligand binding, and suggest that the existence of a small population of partially closed states in the absence of ligand may facilitate the transition to the full closed ligandbound state (Clore, 2014) . 2+ -MLCK structure (Meador, Means, & Quiocho, 1992 ) is depicted in blue, and on the left panel the gray atomic probability map depicts the location of the C-terminal domain (relative to a fixed N-terminal domain) in a variety of CaM-peptide complex . On the right panel, the conformational space sampled by the C-terminal domain (relative to a fixed N-terminal domain) in the minor ($10%) closed species of 2+ is depicted by an atomic probability map plotted at contour levels ranging from 0.1 (blue) to 0.5 (red); the gray probability map depicts the region of conformational space consistent with interdomain Γ 2 values less than 2 s À1 and is representative of the major species ensemble. The predominant region of conformational space (red probability map) sampled by the transient closed states of CaM-4Ca 2+ overlaps with that sampled in the CaM-peptide complexes. Adapted from Anthis et al. (2011) .
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